
The Secret Scripture by Sebastian Barry - our April choice 

 

 

Like Ireland, we were divided. We either loved or hated The Secret Scripture. Passions 

ran high in one group. There were mixed but mostly favourable reactions in the other 

groups. 

 

Sebastian Barry’s novel is set in Sligo - a small rural town on the remote West coast of 

Ireland where tradition and the Catholic Church hold sway. We were reliably informed 

that the IRA is still very strong there ( one group members’ grandmother comes from 

Sligo)   

 

The history of Ireland has been troubled and painful. Barry looks back at twentieth 

century Ireland through the memories of Roseanne - a 100-year old Irish woman from 

the minority Presbyterian community. Such a book would be demanding. And for some, 

it was a painful and frustrating journey. For others, who appreciated the lyrical beauty 

of the prose, a more enjoyable one. 

 

There are two first-person narrative voices in The Secret Scripture, and both of them are 

trying, in their different ways, to make sense of the past - their own and their country's. 

The first, and we found her voice the most moving, belongs to Roseanne who has spent 

most of her adult life in the Roscommon Mental Hospital, which is just about to be 

closed down. Throughout her confinement, Roseanne has written her life story, the 

‘secret scripture' of the book's title, and has hidden her story beneath the floorboards in 

her room.  

 

'I am completely alone,' she says, early on. 'There is no one in the world that knows me 

outside of this place... I am only a thing left over, a remnant woman... 

 

The person, who perhaps knows Roseanne best, but only barely, is Dr Grene, the other 

narrative voice. He is the psychiatrist who, after many years of contact with her, must 

assess where Roseanne should live when Roscommon closes. Another mental asylum? 

Or a simple retirement home? How will she cope with the emotional upheaval of a 

move? Has she ever really been insane? These are the questions he is now forced to ask. 

Why hadn’t he shown more concern as a young doctor? We puzzled over this point. He 

is not shown in a favourable light by not investigating earlier why his patients are in the 

hospital. Is he just weak and too accepting of the Catholic moral code? 

 

Though of Irish descent, Grene has been brought up in England and has little 

understanding of the social and religious forces that shaped Roseanne’s early life. The 

more Dr Grene learns about Roseanne, her young life, and her reasons for being under 

his care, the more he admires her resilience, her quiet strength, her lack of bitterness, 

her ability to be content. The more, too, he begins to uncover the buried history of 



Ireland in the last century, a country in which there were thousands of Roseannes, 

women who were 'disappeared' into asylums and convents when they fell pregnant 

outside marriage or were abandoned by their husbands. Or were just considered too 

beautiful and a danger to society. 

 

This, by now, is familiar territory for Irish writers, both of fiction and memoir, but 

Barry’s approach to the subject is fresh and illuminating. Through these two 

intertwining and often contradictory narratives, he investigates the nature of memory 

and of writing itself. As Roseanne writes: 

 

For history as far as I can see is not the arrangement of what happens, in sequence and 

in truth, but a fabulous arrangement of surmises and guesses held up as a banner 

against the assault of withering truth. 

 

Roseanne is inspired by one of Barry’s great aunts, who similarly disappeared into an 

institution, having somehow broken the rigid codes of Catholic Ireland. In one way, The 

Secret Scripture is a final breaking of the long silence about her. His family hardly 

spoke of her. Barry has said: “What survives are the rumours of her beauty and that his 

grandfather thought she was ‘no good’. She was nameless, fateless, unknown.” Barry 

felt almost duty-bound as a novelist to ‘reclaim her and, indeed, remake her'. 

 

The Secret Scripture is a fitting tribute to her and to the many women who were treated 

so unjustly by the Catholic Church, and still are today. Abortion is still illegal in Ireland 

- even for rape victims. 

 

Barry’s portrait of a woman fated to be shunned by society could have been relentlessly 

grim. But Barry takes care to show that her early life was happy. Her close and loving 

relationship with her father is tenderly portrayed. Roseanne’s love for him was fierce 

and true. Her father adored her and was proud of her. In return she felt protected by him  

 

“His voice entered my head as a sort of honey, that lingered there potently, buzzingly, 

banishing all the fears of childhood.” 

 

Her father had two great passions- his motorbike and his piano. The tiny parlour of their 

house was crammed full with these treasured possessions. Roseanne learnt to sing and 

play the piano alongside her beloved father. From her father she also inherited an ability 

to rise above disaster. 

 

“And a man who can make himself merry in the face of those coming disasters that 

assailed him, as disasters do so many, without grace or favour, is a true hero.” 

 

After his tragic death, she resisted the pressures to marry an elderly Catholic man. A 

free spirit - she found a job as a waitress and enjoyed a few golden years of fun and joy 



and dancing. Until she fell in love with Tom and became involved with the McNulty 

family. Roseanne married her Tom in Dublin but it was to be short-lived. It is clear that 

her Catholic mother in law would never accept her Presbyterian daughter-in-law ( we 

learn later that the mother in law had an illegitimate child and managed to keep this 

hidden and was also Protestant before converting to Catholicism) Such hypocrisy and 

such double standards are shocking. Roseanne’s treatment is grossly unjust. Roseanne‘s 

new husband Tom McNulty lacks the backbone to stand up to his mother or the local 

priest.  

 

Like life, the book is peopled by strange, often ghostly, minor characters, whose impact 

on the two main characters is far-reaching. John Kane’s role is mysterious and we 

couldn’t understand all of his actions. Eneas McNulty appears briefly and in comforting 

Roseanne gives her a child. But we learn very little about him.  

 

The most unsettling is the priest, the aptly named Father Gaunt, an unwittingly cruel 

man in thrall to his own power, a pious meddler in the lives of others. A misogynist, 

fearful of all sexuality and evil in his treatment of Roseanne. We all passionately hated 

him and everything that he stood for. As a symbol of the misuse of Catholic power – his 

is the least charitable voice. Barry does not give him the honour of speaking to us 

directly, we only learn about him through Roseanne and Dr Grene. Perhaps we would 

have had more understanding of his behaviour if we had been able to see the world 

through his eyes. But mostly we were grateful not to have to. 

 

We quite liked Dr Grene - a bumbling and timorous psychiatrist. But at first he seemed 

cold and indecisive. He develops and softens over time. He eventually feels fatherly, 

"even motherly", towards his patients. However, he is plagued by memories of an 

uneasy marriage. Dr Grene commited a minor infidelity and his marriage foundered. 

Disgusted by his behaviour, his wife Bet moved into another bedroom and they 

continued to live together but apart.  

 

“Now we are two foreign countries and we simply have our embassies in the same 

house. Relations are friendly but strictly diplomatic. Like two peoples that have once 

committed grave crimes against each other, but in another generation”. 

 

Bet has had to live with the disappointment of being childless. We wondered why the 

couple had not chosen to adopt a child. Dr Grene was adopted himself and should have 

been open to the idea. But perhaps the tragedy of his young brother’s death haunted him 

too much to take the risk. We felt that this was a possible flaw in the story.  

 

Bet and Roseanne have much in common. The rose is the symbol of the Virgin Mary -

the most pure of all Catholic women. And both Bet and Roseanne loved roses. We 

assumed Barry is emphasising the purity of these women. Roseanne cultivated roses in 

the garden of her semi-prison - the ugly and remote tin hut in Strandhill where she 



continued to live without Tom whilst Fr Gaunt was arranging the annulment of their 

marriage. We  questioned her willingness to go along with this arrangement. Our 

younger members struggled to understand her situation. Why had she not escaped to 

America- as so many women in those times had? She had much in her favour - 

especially her great beauty. She seemed a strong and independent person. She could 

have asked the owners of the café Cairo, where she had worked, for help.  

 

On the other hand, it would have been difficult at that time to break away from her 

circumstances. Married women were not allowed to work and she would have had little 

money of her own. Social pressures were powerful in small rural communities in Ireland, 

where the Catholic Church and the local priest were dominant. Also, her mother was 

still alive and in a mental hospital, so Roseanne would not have wanted to abandon her 

completely. Moreover, it took the priest many years to gain Rome’s approval to annul 

the marriage: she must have hoped and prayed in that time that Tom would change his 

mind. After all, she genuinely loved him and wanted him to return to her. But Tom is 

under the sway of his strict mother who colludes with the priest to end/annul a marriage 

they both oppose.  

 

After her own cruel incarceration in a mental hospital, Roseanne copes with her solitary 

existence by taking pleasure in small things, by watching the passing of the seasons, the 

blossom in Spring and the feeding of the birds. Roseanne, like Bet, has not had the 

opportunity to experience being a mother even though she has had a child. Roseanne is 

uncertain whether her child has survived.  

 

Some of us guessed the eventual outcome – that Dr Grene would prove to be her long 

lost son. Most of us had no idea and were surprised by this ending. Indeed the judges of 

the Booker prize criticised the ending as being too much of a coincidence. Barry has 

long admired Charles Dickens and has said that he had chosen to write in a Dickensian 

style. Dickens` novels are riddled with fantastic coincidences. And Dickens has long 

been hailed as one of the greatest writers in the English language. But the style of 

nineteenth century prose can be grating to the modern reader - it can seem overdone. 

We can feel manipulated. The childbirth scene is too melodramatic.. And Roseanne’s 

words are often too eloquent and philosophical for a woman of her limited education.   

 

Barry, who is also a playwright and a poet, writes with a dramatist's timing and poet’s 

lyricism. eg (One character, a priest, is "cleaner than the daylight moon"; panic is 

"blacker than old tea".)  

 

The result is a richly haunting text. Not to everyone’s taste. Some of us disliked the 

flowery imagery. Others adored the richly textured metaphors. This is a novel where 

swans enduring a rainstorm are "like unsuccessful suicides" and the accents of Sligo 

corner-boys are "like bottles being smashed in a back lane". Sometimes the lyrical 



words interfered with the flow of the story. One had to stop and savour them rather than 

read on. 

 

As often in Barry's work, Irish history is a malignant omnipresence, its ingrained 

hatreds and innumerable betrayals are a toxic sludge through which his characters must 

wade as best they can. The terrors of civil war have led to incurable enmities, the "sad, 

cold, wretched deaths of boys on mountainsides". Innocence is murdered and idealism 

compromised by the dirty truths of sectarianism. Trust is unaffordable. Love is a risk. 

The neighbour is the enemy, the former comrade the assassin. 

 

In this territory of "murders so beyond gentleness and love that to be even in 

propinquity to them was ruinous", identity itself is contested. Roseanne, as a working-

class Presbyterian and a woman, is presented both as traumatised outsider and intimate 

commentator, a spectator of warring men and victim of their conspiracies against her. 

They fear and hate her for being different, beautiful and, however briefly, a free body as 

well as a free spirit. She is a symbol of temptation. This is a novel about masculine 

weaknesses: the damage done by men, to women, but also to themselves. 

 

We welcomed Barry’s choice – as a male writer – to focus on the mistreatment of 

women. Certainly, the image of Ireland as a forlorn old woman, victimised by hostile 

forces, both natural and political, was central to the ideology of Irish Republicanism. 

Roseanne can be perceived as a personification of a twentieth century Ireland, which, 

despite political independence, still has no respect for female independence..  

 

Through all of her troubles Roseanne remains strong and devoid of bitterness and is able 

to carve a life for herself amidst the chaos. She never learns from Grene, due to his fear 

of shocking her, that he is her illegitimate son (much to the anger of some readers). But 

she inspires him nonetheless as an example of resilience. She survives gross injustice as 

an unbroken spirit.  

 

At the very end of The Secret Scripture we see Dr Grene visiting Strandhill in search of 

his birthplace and Roseanne’s former place of exile. The tin hut is no longer there.  

Nothing remains except a neglected rose bush among the brambles, with a few last vivid 

blooms. 

 

 All the blooms were uniform, a near tight-curled rose, except on one branch, whose 

roses were different, bright and open.  

 

Dr Grene carefully peels off a sprig of this branch and slips it in his pocket to take back 

for Roseanne. Somehow the bright and open rose has continued to flourish through all 

of the devastation over the years. 

 



Are we being too romantic to perceive Ireland emerging from the horrors of its past too? 

Is that Barry’s hope and message to us? To take time to smell the roses? To learn from 

Roseanne the art of happiness?  

 

Our verdict – all the Irish books we have read are full of tragedy and scarred 

relationships. The Secret Scripture is no exception, but it is finally an optimistic novel. 

It may take some time to get into but if you enjoy rich poetic prose and Irish storytelling, 

this is one to relish. 

 

“My favourite read of the year” to quote one of us!  


